# Summer at Blakefield

**For Boys and Girls**  
**Ages 5 - 18!**  
**June 10th - August 9th**

## Academics
- Algebra II Prep  
- Geometry  
- MS Prep Class  
- SAT Prep  
- Study Like a Scholar  
- Study Skills  
- US Prep Class  
- World Religion

## Science
- As Seen on YouTube  
- Club SciKidz  
- Crazy Chemistry  
- CSI  
- Earth, Wind + Fire  
- Engineering Earth  
- Funky Physics  
- Kitchen Chemistry  
- Science of Art  
- Space and Rocketry

## Enrichment
- Art  
- Ceramics  
- Chess  
- Community and Leadership Workshop  
- Cooking  
- Energy: Performing Arts  
- Garden to Spoon  
- I'm the Chef Too!  
- Magic the Gathering  
- National Treasure Hunt  
- Photography  
- Printmaking  
- Videography  
- Young Filmmakers Workshop  
- World of Wizards

## Adventure
- Adventure Camp I/II  
- Mountain Biking I/II  
- Driver's Education

## Cyber Science / Robotics
- 3D Creator  
- Camps by Club SciKidz  
- Cyber Science MS  
- Cyber Science US  
- Dash and Dot Programming  
- Drone Camp  
- Invention Convention  
- Lego Harry Potter Magical and Master Engineering Programming I/II  
- Robotics  
- Robot Building  
- Robot Mechanic  
- STEM Lego I/II

## Sports
- All Sports  
- Archery  
- Backyard Games  
- Baseball  
- Basketball  
- Beach Week Sports  
- Dodgeball  
- Flag Football  
- Field Hockey  
- Football  
- Fencing  
- Loyola Golf Academy  
- Lacrosse*  
- Outdoor Games  
- Soccer  
- Tennis  
- Ultimate Frisbee  
- Ultimate Water Games  
- Volleyball  
- Water Polo

* Separate Boys and Girls Camps

[LOYOLABLAKEFIELD.ORG/SUMMER](http://LOYOLABLAKEFIELD.ORG/SUMMER)  
ccross@loyolablakefield.org • 443-841-3328
Academics

**Algebra II Prep- Two Weeks**
This course prepares students for success in Algebra II by reviewing Algebra I skills and concepts. Topics include: Introduction to elementary functions. Graphing elementary functions and solving functional equations and inequalities using graphic techniques. Algebraic techniques for solving and writing, linear equations, quadratic functions and other basic functions is demonstrated. This course will also cover; inequalities, systems of equations, operations with polynomials to including factoring, work with absolute value equations, and basic review of laws of exponents.
At the completion of the course, students will have reviewed Algebra 1 and been introduced to about half of a semester of work in Algebra 2.
Fee $330.00

**Camp Dates:**
July 15-July 26; 10:00AM-12:00PM

**Geometry**
This standard first course in Geometry covers the required concepts of Euclidean Geometry including definitions, postulates, and theorems. Areas of study include angles, parallel lines, congruent and similar figures, polygons, circles and arcs, and the Pythagorean Theorem. Special topics covered include coordinate and spatial geometry, introductory trigonometry, areas of two-dimensional figures, and areas and volumes of three-dimensional figures. In addition, problems are included which serve to review algebra skills. The course covers the entire college preparatory Geometry curriculum during a five-week period, so it is taught at a highly accelerated pace. Students should expect at least an hour of homework each day. A midterm exam and a final exam will be given. Students should be self-motivated. Loyola Blakefield students may only take this course with prior permission from the Math department chair.
Fee $900.00

**Camp Dates:**
June: 24-July 26; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**World Religion**
Do you want to open up your eyes to various religious cultural practices and to open up your senior year schedule for another elective or some free time to fill out more college applications? You may wish to consider this full credit Theology elective in World Religions. This course will focus on some of the world’s major religions, including Hinduism, Buddhism, Shintoism, Daoism, Confucianism, Judaism, Islam, and Christianity. We will also investigate contemporary religious issues, extremism, terrorism, cults, and new religious movements. The class will be crafted based on student interest and involvement. You should plan to take various trips to local religious sites, to meet some speakers associated with various religious traditions, and to engage in some inter-religious dialogue during the course of the class. See Ms. Harmon (aharmon@loyolablakefield.org) for more info. (open to upcoming Juniors and Seniors
Only) Text: Brodd, Jeffrey World Religions: A Voyage of Discovery, other articles.

Fee $900.00

**Camp Dates:**
June 10-July 12; 8:30AM-11:30AM

**US Prep**
Want to get off to a great start during your freshman year? Well this prep course is for you. Providing a strong foundation in Math, English, Language Arts, and Study Skills is the key to academic success. The course will focus on the following: reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary, reading comprehension, building algebra skills, problem solving and developing higher order thinking as needed for success in Algebra and Geometry. Students focus on broad concepts and topics covered in-depth during freshman year. Study strategies and organizational methods will be emphasized.

Fee $675.00

**Camp Dates:**
June 24-July 12; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**MS Prep**
Want to get off to a great start during your first year of Middle School? Well this prep course is for you. Providing a strong foundation in Math, English, Language Arts, and Study Skills is the key to academic success. This course will focus on the following: reading, writing, grammar, vocabulary, reading comprehension, prerequisite arithmetic skills, build their understanding of number concepts and problem solving skills. Students focus on broad concepts and topics covered in-depth during the freshman year. Study strategies and organizational methods will be emphasized.

Fee $675.00

**Camp Dates:**
June 24-July 12 9:00AM-12:00PM

**SAT Prep-Two Weeks**
The SAT Prep Course is designed to review high school curriculum topics specific to the SAT exam. Students will also learn the nature of the new SAT to include scoring. Test taking techniques using practice problems will be emphasized for both the Math and English sections of the exam.

Fee $425.00

**Camp Dates:**
July 15-July 26 1:00PM-4:00PM
**Spanish Prep**
For students entering Spanish 1 or 2. The course will be a review of Spanish 1 curriculum: Vocabulary: greetings, school, Family, numbers, travel, clothing. Grammar: focus on the present tense, forming questions, adjectives. Depending on interest, the preterite tense will also be included. Students should have prior Spanish experience so that most of the material is familiar to them. Authentic cultural videos, role-plays, conversational activities with a partner, and interactive online activities as well as games, and other hands on activities will be utilized to learn and practice vocabulary and grammar. Recommend it for students moving into Spanish 2 or who will be taking Spanish 1 Honors. This course will be taught by Loyola faculty member, Selma Ciccarone.

**Fee $250.00**

**Camp Dates:**
June 24- June 28; 9:00am-12:00pm

**Study Skills**
The program is carefully designed to prepare students for the academic challenges they face in high school and college. The course is taught by an experienced classroom teacher who, through the use of the small classroom size and student-tailored activities, helps students discover their learning style and improve academic performance. The curriculum will focus on areas such as: organizational skills, time management strategies, improving test performance, improving reading comprehension, study skills inventory, improving concentration and memory, note-taking, in-class skills, and motivation. As a result of the course, students will learn essential study skills for use during the school year and beyond.

**Fee $235.00**

**Camp Dates:**
June 24- June 28; 10:00am-12:00pm
July 8-July 12; 10:00am-12:00pm

**LUNCH**
Lunch is included in full day camps (9:00am-4:00pm).

**Half Day Lunch Option:** If you are interested in signing your camper up for two half day camps, you should also register them for lunch as an add on option to either camp. This will ensure a smooth transition from morning camp, to a supervised lunch provided in our dining facility, and transition to their afternoon camp session.
**Adventure Camp I/II**
Canoeing, Caving, Hiking, Climbing, Fishing, and Rafting** If this sounds like fun to you, then this is your camp! Each day brings a new activity and new locations to explore. The Adventure Sports Camp is designed to expose your budding outdoor adventurer to various expeditions in and around the Mason-Dixon area. Several of the locations we have explored in the past are: Rocks State Park, Susquehanna State Park, Bear Island on the Susquehanna River, Wind Cave, PA, Little Gunpowder State Park, Loch Raven Watershed, Patapsco State Park, Rockburn Skills Park, and Earth Treks.
Time: 9-4; drop-off and pick-up at Loyola Blakefield. Transportation, water and snacks provided. Equipment will be determined by each day’s activities. Campers must provide their own lunches. **Rafting will be rainfall dependent. We love to raft, but if water levels are low in the region we will do other activities. Ages 11-15. Fee $410.00**

**Camp Dates:**
June 17-June 21; 9:00AM-4:00PM
July 8-July 12; 9:00AM-4:00PM

**KidsRock Adventure Camp**
Kick the summer off right with KidsRock Adventure Camp, where your child will be whisked away on a week full of nonstop exploration. Every day, your child will be immersed in a new experience to create lifelong memories. So don’t miss out! Ages Pre-K-8th grade. Fee: $450.00.

**Details:** Pickup and drop off occur daily from Loyola Blakefield. Staff to Child ratio 1:8. Campers are transported daily to their destinations by a coach bus which provides restroom, movies, tablets and amazing KidsRock staff onboard. Campers should bring their lunch and a snack will be provided.

**Trips & Excursions:**
**Monday:** Annie's Playground and Climb Zone Indoor Rock Climbing in White Marsh, MD
**Tuesday:** Annie's Playground and Swimming @ Green Valley Swim & Tennis Club Reisterstown, MD
Hair Raising Electricity Live Science Show @ Loyola Blakefield *Pizza Party Included.
**Wednesday:** Wheaton Regional Park and Adventure Zone- Unlimited indoor trampoline experience in Gaithersburg, MD
**Thursday:** Wheaton Regional Park and Bohrer Water Park- Splash Pads, Water Slides and more in Gaithersburg, MD
**Friday:** Wheaton Regional Park and Cinemark Movie Theater at Arundel Mills in Hanover, MD

**Pick up & Drop off:**
Drop off is between 7:30am-8:20am daily.
Pick up is between 4:45pm-5:30pm daily.
**This camp is not eligible for the multi camp or multi-sibling discount.
***After registering on the Loyola website, please complete the camp registration at KidsRock on the link below: [https://kidsrock.me/loyola-blakefield-adventure-camp/](https://kidsrock.me/loyola-blakefield-adventure-camp/)
Camp Dates:
June 24-June 28; 7:30am-5:30pm

**KidsRock Adventure II Camp**
Kick the summer off right with KidsRock Adventure Camp, where your child will be whisked away on a week full of nonstop exploration. Every day, your child will be immersed in a new experience to create lifelong memories. So don’t miss out! Ages Pre-K-8th grade. **Fee: $450.00.**

Details: Pickup and drop off occur daily from Loyola Blakefield. Staff to Child ratio 1:8. Campers are transported daily to their destinations by a coach bus which provides restroom, movies, tablets and amazing KidsRock staff onboard. Campers should bring their lunch and a snack will be provided.

Trips & Excursions:
**Monday:** Adventure Park USA Amusement park rides, for all ages, Bumper Cars, Putt Putt Golf, Laser tag, Go-Karts & More in New market, MD
**Tuesday:** Annie's Playground and Swimming @ Green Valley Swim & Tennis Club Reisterstown, MD
Fizz Pop Boom Live Science Show @ Loyola Blakefield *Pizza Party Included.
**Wednesday:** Wheaton Regional Park and DC Zoo- Discover the amazing animals at our Nation’s Zoo! Washington, DC
**Thursday:** Annie's Playground and Players Fun Zone- Unlimited bumper cars, laser tag & Bounce House experience in Westminster, MD
**Friday:** Wheaton Regional Park and Cinemark Movie Theater at Arundel Mills in Hanover, MD

Pick up & Drop off:
Drop off is between 7:30am-8:20am daily.
Pick up is between 4:45pm-5:30pm daily.
**This camp is not eligible for the multi camp or multi-sibling discount.
***After registering on the Loyola website, please complete the camp registration at KidsRock on the link below: [https://kidsrock.me/loyola-blakefield-adventure-camp/](https://kidsrock.me/loyola-blakefield-adventure-camp/)

---

Camp Dates:
August 5-August 9; 7:30am-5:30pm

**Summer Adventures 360**
Each day includes a different adventure for students entering grades 7 - 10. Trips include Hershey Park, Sandy Spring Ropes/Ziplines, Guppy Gulch, 1/2 day Service Project & 1/2 day SkyZone. This trip is a partnership camp with Maryvale and travel will be via school bus, picking up at Loyola and returning to Loyola Blakefield for pick up. This camp is a four day camp with a rain date in case of inclement weather.
Contact Krista Collier with questions [krista@recthreesixty.com](mailto:krista@recthreesixty.com)
Grades 7-10. **Fee $375.00**
Camp Dates:
August 5-8; 9:00AM-4:00PM (Rain date: August 9th)

Mountain Biking 101/Patriotic/201
Like riding your bike in the woods? Want to take your bike skills to the next level? Whether you ride all the time or just like to play in the woods, join our staff for a week of mountain bike camp at local area trails. Climb better and descend with more control. Learn how to shift more efficiently, brake properly and just ride with more confidence. Great attention will be paid to fundamental skills, body position, as well as basic bicycle and trail maintenance. Develop an appreciation for the outdoors in a fun and safe environment with our staff.
*While riding is our main focus in this camp, we realize that we are at the mercy of Mother Nature. Should there be inclement weather, additional activities may be deemed more appropriate.
Mr. Keeney II and Mr. Glorioso have a combined 38 years’ experience in middle and high school teaching. They run the Loyola Climbing Club and the Loyola Ski and Snowboard Club. They have been running outdoor clubs and camps for the last decade respectively and look forward to working with your child(ren) during this week of camp. Campers must provide their own bikes and helmets. Ages Biking I 8-10 and Biking II 11-15. Fee: $345.00 for Session 201; $155 for Patriotic Camp and $190 for Session 101.

Camp Dates:
Session 201- June 24-29; 9:00AM-4:00PM (Ages 11-15)
Session Patriotic Camp- July 1-July 4; 9:00am-12:00pm (Ages 6-10)
Session 101- July 15- July 19; 9:00AM-12:00PM (Ages 6-10)

Enrichment Camps:

Art- Rembrant Drawing I
Young Rembrands teach drawing, the basis of all visual arts, in a fun and nurturing setting that ensures success for every child. Each summer we offer workshops that combine basic drawing techniques, portraiture and cartooning skills by exploring different themes and subject matters. Students will improve core learning skills while delving into a favorite subject matter. So join us in our special summer pastel workshop coupled with themed cartooning! The theme for this week will be Culinary Mischief and a Day on the Farm for pastels. The cartooning theme will be STEAM Workshop. Ages 8-14. Fee $165.00

Camp Dates:
July 15-July 19; 9:00AM-12:00PM

Art- Rembrant Drawing II
Young Rembrandts teaches drawing, the basis of all visual arts, in a fun and nurturing setting that ensures success for every child. Each summer we offer workshops that combine basic drawing techniques, portraiture and cartooning skills by exploring
different themes and subject matters. Students will improve core learning skills while delving into a favorite subject matter. So join us in our special summer pastel workshop coupled with themed cartooning! The theme for this week will be Dinosaurs for pastels. The cartooning theme will be Monsters, Creatures, and Creeps! Ages 8-14. **Fee $165.00**

**Camp Dates:**
August 5-August 9; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**Ceramics Studio**
Campers will explore fundamental hand building techniques including coil, pinch and slab to create functional and sculptural works. Students will learn how to carve into clay as well as various glazing/painting techniques. This wonderful camp will be taught by Renee Whelehan, former Art instructor from Baltimore County and current instructor for Baltimore County Recreation and Parks.
*Due to drying and firing requirements, parents will need to pick up clay pieces the following Friday, June 28th between 9:00am-12:00pm. Grades: Rising 3rd-7th. **Fee: $185.00.**

**Camp Dates:**
June 17-June 21; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**Printmaking**
Campers will experiment with many different printmaking techniques including linoleum relief, stenciling, gel, and collagraph printing. Students will be introduced to artist mentors including Andy Warhol and Pablo Picasso as inspiration! This wonderful new camp will be taught by Renee Whelehan, former Art instructor from Baltimore County and current instructor for Baltimore County Recreation and Parks. Grades: Rising 3rd-7th. **Fee: $175.00.**

**Camp Dates:**
June 24-June 28; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**Beginner's Chess Camp**
This camp is for kids seeking to learn how to play chess or those with little experience. Participants will be introduced to the game of chess. Instruction will begin with basic piece movement including castling and en passant. Then further instruction will cover opening theory, tactics and basic endgames. There will also be some game analysis. The session will conclude with a mini tournament. This camp will be run by Glenn Segal, current Science Teacher and Chess Coach at Cockeysville Middle School. Mr. Segal has been in education for 27 years and has organized of Community Chess Programs and Chess Camps for over 15 years. Grades 1-6. **Fee $165.00.**

**Camp Dates:**
July 29-Aug 2; 9:00AM-12:00PM
**Intermediate Chess Camp**
For kids that know the basic rules of chess, but would like to advance their game. Participants will be introduced to tournament style play. Instruction will begin with a quick recap of special moves and draw situations. This includes castling and en passant. Then further instruction will cover learning standard openings, playing with a plan, applying intermediate and advanced tactics, and executing endgames. Game analysis will aid in instruction. The session will conclude with a mini tournament. This camp will be run by Glenn Segal, current Science Teacher and Chess Coach at Cockeysville Middle School. Mr. Segal has been in education for 27 years and has organized of Community Chess Programs and Chess Camps for over 15 years. Grades 3rd-8th. **Fee $165.00.**

**Camp Dates:**
July 29-Aug 2; 1:00PM-4:00PM

**Cooking**
In this fun and exciting new cooking experience campers will learn Gift Making from the Kitchen. They will learn creative and yummy gifts that they can easily make themselves. Experiences from this camp last a lifetime. These future chefs will be under the watchful eye of Amy Phillip. Ages 8-16. **Fee: $195.00**

**Camp Dates:**
June 10-June 14; 9:00PM-12:00PM
June 17-June 21; 1:00PM-4:00PM
June 24-June 28; 1:00PM-4:00PM (With Peyton Courtney)

**Creative Writing Camp**
Calling budding writers! Explore a mix of writing genres—fiction, non-fiction, poetry—and try your hand at writing short stories and poems of your own. In this fun, interactive experience, campers venture across campus to use art, literature, and nature to inspire creative writing, while developing a unique writer’s voice and skills in description, editing, revising, and presenting. Each camper needs to bring a laptop or paper notebook. Grades 6th-8th. **Fee: $165.00**

**Camp Dates:**
July 15-19; 9:00PM-12:00PM
Photography
The camp will teach kids the basics of photography, from a technical and an artistic point of view. They will gain an understanding of how a camera works, how to avoid common mistakes, how to create great images and learn the basics of lighting and composition. The camp will cover the basic fundamentals of photography and cover the basics of exposure (ISO, shutter speed, aperture) white balance settings and depth of field. We will also focus on the key principles of photography, which are lighting and composition. Campers will need a DSLR camera with ISO, shutter speed and aperture. Ages 10-14. Fee $175.00.

Camp Dates:
June 24-June 28; 9:00AM-12:00PM

Videography
Attention all future film makers.....in this fun and exciting camp future videoographers will learn how to film fun stories from beginning to end! They will learn framing and lighting shots to film cool footage with their video camera. They will have fun using microphones and different audio equipment to create an amazing video. They can use any camera with video capabilities. No previous experience necessary. This camp will be run by our amazing Loyola alum, Donovan Eaton with Donovan Eaton Photography. Ages 10-14. Fee: $175.00.

Camp Dates:
June 24-June 28; 1:00PM-4:00PM

Performing Arts:

Energy Performing Arts Co. by Jillian Bauersfeld: AMPED Up! Summer Camp
The Energy: Performing Arts Camps were founded in 2008 by Jillian Locklear Bauersfeld. Over the past 9 years a creative team of talented professional artists and teachers, who have a love for children, have worked to spread ENERGY and passion for the youth performing arts. AMPED UP! is the next level in summer performing arts camps. An intensive week to hone all their performance skills while tackling a junior version of Broadway musical. They will SING....They will DANCE ...and They will ACT!!! and of course they will 'CATCH THE ENERGY'! AMPED UP! is EPAC's next level in summer camps. This 5 day intensive introduces performers to the rigors of a junior Broadway production. A high voltage week for performers to hone their skills in acting, singing and dancing and end the week in a showcase performance for family and friends. No previous experience require. Ages: 8-14. Fee: $330.
*LUNCH IS INCLUDED.

Camp Dates:
High School Musical Jr. - July 8-12
LEGO/Robotics/Cyber Science/Drone

Intro to Cyber Science
Ever wonder exactly how your mobile device is able to access the internet? What exactly is inside a computer anyway? Do you want to learn what it takes to defend our country from cyber-attacks? Consider joining Loyola Blakefield’s Cyber Science camp this summer. During the week you will learn about how technology actually works and the skills needed to defend our nation from cyber-attacks and intrusions. Some of the topics to be introduced include: cyber science principles, computing devices and their architecture, IP networks, steganography, and operating system defense of Windows and Linux based systems. Please note – no previous computing experience is necessary to join this program. All instruction will be conducted in the Loyola Cyber Science Lab in Xavier Hall. Grades 6-8. Fee: $170.00

Camp Dates:
June 24-28; 9:00AM-12:00PM

Cyber Science Challenge
Ever wonder exactly how your mobile device is able to access the internet? What exactly is inside a computer anyway? Do you want to learn what it takes to defend our country from cyber-attacks? Consider joining Loyola Blakefield’s Cyber Science camp this summer. During the week you will learn about how technology actually works and the skills needed to defend our nation from cyber-attacks and intrusions. Some of the topics to be introduced include: cyber science principles, computing devices and their architecture, IP networks, steganography, and operating system defense of Windows and Linux based systems. Please note – no previous computing experience is necessary to join this program. All instruction will be conducted in the Loyola Cyber Science Lab in Xavier Hall. Grades 8-10. Fee: $170.00

Camp Dates:
June 24-28; 1:00AM-4:00PM

Drone Academy
This innovative summer camp involves a morning of learning to use math, science, and engineering skills to model, build and fly their own drone. Participants will have the opportunity to learn from FAA licensed pilots from Global Air Media. This hands-on experience will engage students on multiple levels, providing them with a foundation and proven path to drum up excitement about STEM-related education and careers, as well as the many career opportunities emerging in drone industry. At the end of camp, each child will be able to take home their drone to practice and showcase their skills! Ages 8-13. Fee: $335.00.

Camp Dates:
July 15-19; 1:00pm-4:00pm
August 5-9; 9:00AM-12:00PM
**Robotics**
Campers will spend time building and modifying simple machines using the VEX IQ platform which is the platform used by grades 6-12 within the Loyola Robotics Program. With that foundation, students will move on to build a basic robot that functions in teleoperated mode (remote control) and add original object manipulator assemblies to participate in a team-based competitive challenge such as robot soccer. In the following days, campers will experiment with pre-programmed sensor functions and then complete individual programming challenges to customize sensor functions. Finally the teams will compete against each other using the 2017-2018 VEX IQ game called Ring Master. This camp is run by our Head Robotics coach, Mrs. Jenn Pearson and assistants include members of our award winning competitive Robotics Team. Grades 3-6. **Fee: $175.00.**

**Camp Dates:**  
July 15-July 19; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**Invention Convention**  
Campers will explore the engineering process as they complete a variety of STEAM-related (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math) projects. We will explore some of the *basic* principles of *physics* including gravity, forces, and motion. Budding engineers will be designing cars to protect a very fragile passenger during a car crash. Pinball wizards will learn about levers and inclined planes while creating their own personalized pinball game. Additional activities will encourage creative problem solving, teamwork, and curiosity. Join me for a fun, hands-on experience! Rising grades 4-6. **Fee: $170.00.**

**Camp Dates:**  
July 22-July 26; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**Elementary School Computer Programming Camp**  
Kids will learn computer programming using the new and improved Scratch 3.0, developed by MIT. During camp, students will think creatively while learning programming basics. By the end of the camp, these budding programmers will be able to put their imagination and creativity into the form of a computer program. This class is a great introduction into basic computer programming.

Developed specifically for kids grades 3-5, Computer Programming camp is a great introduction into coding and logic-based thinking. No previous programming experience is needed.  
**Fee $165**

**Camp Dates:**  
July 8-July 12; 9:00PM-12:00PM (Elementary- Grades 2-5)

**Middle School Computer Programming Camp**  
Kids will learn computer programming using the new and improved Scratch 3.0, developed by MIT. During camp, students will think creatively while learning programming basics. By the end of the camp, these budding programmers will be able
to put their imagination and creativity into the form of a computer program. This class is a great introduction into basic computer programming.

Developed specifically for kids Grades 6-8, Computer Programming camp is a great introduction into coding and logic-based thinking. No previous programming experience is needed.

**Fee $165**

**Camp Dates:**
July 8-July 12; 1:00PM-4:00PM (Middle School-Grades 6-8)

**Elementary School Mobile App Development**
Kids will learn to create apps. During camp, students will think creatively while learning app development basics. By the end of the camp, these budding developers will be able to put their imagination and creativity into the form of an app for a phone. If you don't have a phone, then you can use an online emulator to test apps. This class is a great introduction into basic app development.

Developed specifically for kids grades 3-5, Mobile App Development camp is a great introduction into coding and logic-based thinking. No previous programming experience is needed.

**Fee $165**

**Camp Dates:**
July 29-August 2; 9:00PM-12:00PM (Elementary- Grades 2-5)

**Middle School Mobile App Development**
Kids will learn to create apps. During camp, students will think creatively while learning app development basics. By the end of the camp, these budding developers will be able to put their imagination and creativity into the form of an app for a phone. If you don't have a phone, then you can use an online emulator to test apps. This class is a great introduction into basic app development.

Developed specifically for kids Grades 6-8, Mobile App Development camp is a great introduction into coding and logic-based thinking. No previous programming experience is needed.

**Fee $165**

**Camp Dates:**
July 29-August 2; 1:00PM-4:00PM (Middle School-Grades 6-8)

**STEM Lego I**
Ratchet up your imagination with tens of thousands of LEGO® parts! Design and build as never before, and explore your craziest ideas in a supportive environment. Build engineer-designed projects such as: Motorcycles, Castles, Airplanes, and Monorails. There are no prerequisites for this course. New and returning students can explore the endless creative possibilities of the LEGO® building system with the guidance of an experienced Play-Well instructor.

Ages 6-7. **Fee: $190.00**
**Camp Dates:**
June 17-June 21; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**STEM Challenge with LEGO**
Power up your engineering skills with Play-Well TEKnologies and tens of thousands of LEGO parts! Apply real-world concepts in physics, engineering, and architecture through engineer-designed projects such as: Belt Drive Cars, Truss Bridges, Rail Racers, and Pneumatic Forklifts. There are no prerequisites for this course. An experienced instructor will challenge new and returning students to engineer at the next level.
Ages 7-12. **Fee $190.00**

**Camp Dates:**
June 17-June 21; 1:00PM-4:00PM

**Play-Well TEKnologies: Harry Potter Magical Engineering LEGO Camp New!**
Explore the magic of Harry Potter using LEGO®! Find Platform 9 3/4, build Hogwarts Express Train, work cooperatively to construct the mysterious Hogwarts Castle, and soar on the wings of a Norwegian Ridgeback Dragon. Travel to a world of wizardry and hone your magical skills while learning about Muggle (STEM) concepts.
Ages 6-7. **Fee $190.00**

**Camp Dates:**
July 22-July 26; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**Play-Well TEKnologies: Harry Potter Master Engineering with LEGO Camp New!**
New this year! Master the magic of Harry Potter using LEGO®! Build Diagon Alley in preparation for your trip to Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Hop on your Broomstick and play Quidditch, challenge the serpentine Basilisk, and face the evil Voldemort. Hone your magical skills while learning about advanced Muggle (STEM) concepts.
Ages 8-12. **Fee $190.00**

**Camp Dates:**
July 22-July 26; 1:00PM-4:00PM

**Partnership Camps:**

**Club SciKidz:**

**Club SciKidz Grossology**
Campers will discover loads of horribly fantastic experiments! Projects focus on blood, bones and body bits! This is science with the squishy bits left in it! Tons of chemistry
and biology for the aspiring doctor or scientist! Ages: 6-8. **Fee: $345.00.**

*LUNCH IS INCLUDED IN THE COST OF THE CAMP.*

**Camp Dates:**
July 8-July 12; 9:00am-4:00pm

**Club SciKidz 3D Creator**
Great camp as an introduction to 3D printing. Campers will be using 3Doodler Pens to create amazing 3D structures. They will learn how to properly use the 3D pen and learn about its practical uses in the fields of Science and Technology. Students will be introduced to concepts of engineering. They will apply their newfound knowledge when they design, plan, and create their own 3D projects. Campers will respond to engineering challenges to put their skills to the test. Some sample projects include bridge building and replica famous structures. All 3D projects will be taken home by campers. This camp is directed by Club SciKidz. Ages: 9-12. **Fee: $380.00.**

*Lunch in our dining hall is INCLUDED in the cost of the camp.*

**Cost includes materials fee.**

**Camp Dates:**
July 8-July 12; 9:00am-4:00pm

**Club SciKidz JR Meteorologist**
Campers will become meteorologists for the week and discover why our weather changes! Jr. Meteorologists will measure and record rainfall, create a water cycle wheel, build a weather station, learn about the Greenhouse Effect, create a terrarium, design their own tornadoes, create “snow” during the summer and more! Before you know it, Jr. Meteorologist will be on the 6 o’clock news doing the weather!

In addition: Campers will end the week demonstrating the three states of matter by making and eating some delicious ice cream. Throughout the week they will take home projects that include: sun prints, UV beads, a wind vane, anemometer, and a very cool rain stick! Ages: 6-8. **Fee: $345.00.**

*LUNCH IS INCLUDED IN THE COST OF THE CAMP!*

**Camp Dates:**
July 15-July 19; 9:00am-4:00pm

**Club SciKidz Emergency Vet**
This camp is a camper’s ticket to the world of Veterinary Medicine. Lessons will give campers the opportunity to look into the real and exciting field of Veterinary Medicine. Campers will meet practitioners in the field, pet groomers, and be involved with several hands-on experiments! Each camper will receive his or her very own medical kit!(All professional visits are dependent on availability)
Sample Topics: Animal Behavior; Cancer research in animals; Learning Clinical Procedures; Preparation for a Career in Veterinary Medicine; First aid and Dentistry care; Diseases and Parasites. Ages: 9-12. **Fee: $345.00.**

*LUNCH IS INCLUDED IN THE COST OF THE CAMP!*

**Camp Dates:**
July 15-19; 9:00am-4:00pm

**Club SciKidz Dash and Dot Programming**
This new camp uses Dash and Dot, clever bots created by Wonder Workshop. They are real robots that can sing, dance, navigate courses, and respond to voice commands. Using a tablet and apps, campers practice coding the robots to participate in a variety of different challenges and to create new behaviors for Dash. Ages: 6-8. **Fee: $370.00.**  
*LUNCH IS INCLUDED IN THE COST OF THE CAMP!*  
**Cost includes materials fee.

**Camp Dates:**
July 22-26; 9:00am-4:00pm

**Club SciKidz Robot Mechanic**
Campers will learn about the science of robotics with historical information, discoveries, and advances in robot technology. Newton's Laws will be emphasized all week and each camper will receive three robot kits to work on. Campers will be able to take home their remote controlled robots at the end of the week!  
This year Club SciKidz will be featuring our 3-in-1 All Terrain Robot kit and our 14-1 Solar Space Fleet. In addition to these projects, campers will learn how to solder with our LED Robot Blinker. The skills learned such as wiring, gear building, and soldering will allow campers to go on to more sophisticated robot creation. Ages: 9-12. **Fee: $395.00.**  
*LUNCH IS INCLUDED IN THE COST OF THE CAMP!*  
**Cost includes materials fee.

**Camp Dates:**
July 22-26; 9:00am-4:00pm

**Club SciKidz Paleo**
This new camp offers an exciting introduction into the basics of Paleontology! This exciting adventure in Paleontology will have your child playing in the dirt and having the time of their lives! Campers will be immersed in several hands-on projects that they will take home to continue their adventure. Plus this camp offers fun and dynamic science games!  
Sample Project: Panning for Gems and Minerals! Crack Open a Geode! Miniature Dinosaur Dig! Build and take away a cool T-Rex Model. Ages: 6-8. **Fee: $345.00.**  
*LUNCH IS INCLUDED IN THE COST OF THE CAMP!*

**Camp Dates:**
July 29-August 2; 9:00am-4:00pm

**Club SciKidz Special Effects**
This is the first camp ever offered by Club SciKidz! Newly revised and more exciting than ever, campers learn the science behind Hollywood's special effects. Activities will demonstrate concepts related to light, sound, perception, illusion, and model building. One of the great features of this camp is that all campers will create (and take home!) a movie using techniques in Claymation and Stop-Motion Animation. Lessons include plot
development, story boarding, set building, filming, and sound effects. Campers will also learn various special effects make-up techniques working with the same materials used by professional make-up artists. They will simulate cuts, bruises, artificial blood, and old age. Is there a future movie director living in your house? This is a camp your child won’t want to miss! Please have your moviemaker bring a 4G Flash Drive to camp to save their movie. Ages: 9-12. Fee: $370.00.

*LUNCH IS INCLUDED IN THE COST OF THE CAMP!  **Cost includes materials fee.

**Camp Dates:**
July 29-August 2; 9:00am-4:00pm

Little Scholars Camps:

**From Garden to Spoon**
Let’s get our hands dirty as we learn about gardening and food! Garden with us by making take home garden boxes with a variety of herbs and other accessories for your garden. Create some delicious treats with healthy foods! Toss in our special ingredient of nature based crafts and you have from garden to spoon camp! This camp is directed by Little Scholars, LLC.
Grades 3rd-6th. Fee $220.00.

**Camp Dates:**
June 24-June 29; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**World of Wizards**
Calling all wizard fans! This is like no other camp you have experienced. We will take a magical journey into the world of wizards. We will design wands, make magic potions, go on a magical creature hunt, play Quidditch, and participate in activities that will astound all Muggles. This camp is directed by Little Scholars, LLC.
Grades 3rd-6th. Fee $190.00.

**Camp Dates:**
June 24-June 29; 1:00PM-4:00PM

**National Treasure Hunt**
Celebrate Independence Day with the ultimate treasure hunt. Unravel mysteries, crack clues, and decode cyphers to unlock the secrets to our nation’s history. Learn to solve a variety of complex coded puzzles as you delve deep into the symbols of our past. Who will be the first to claim the treasure? This camp is directed by Little Scholars, LLC.
This camp is a four day camp. Summer at Blakefield is closed on July 4th.
This camp is directed by Little Scholars, LLC.
Grades 3rd-6th. Fee $155.00.

**Camp Dates:**
July 1-July 5; 9:00AM-12:00PM **Closed on July 4th.
Study Like a Scholar
"Be sure to study for the test on Friday!" What does that really mean? Students often need more guidance as they navigate the road of study skills. As your child becomes more independent, we will provide them with the strategies that are most compatible with their learning style to get them organized, taking good notes and studying effectively. This camp is directed by Little Scholars, LLC.
Grades 6th-8th. Fee $190.00.

Camp Dates:
August 5-August 9; 9:00AM-12:00PM

Community & Leadership Workshop
Community and Leadership Workshop is a unique opportunity for students to learn how to develop their business skills while impacting the world around them. Our future leaders will learn about entrepreneurship, public speaking, civic involvement and community outreach opportunities with an engaging curriculum to channel their desire to have a positive impact on the world around them. This camp is directed by Little Scholars, LLC.
Grades 6th-8th. Fee $190.00.

Camp Dates:
August 5-August 9; 1:00PM-4:00PM

Builders Camp
Calling all inventors, creators, builders and designers! Come build some awesome creations with us! We will create our own designs and make structures using recyclable materials, Legos and many other interesting items. Skills necessary...none! Skills gained: communication, problem solving, reasoning, developing creativity, and team work. This camp is directed by Little Scholars, LLC.
Grades 1st-2nd. Fee $190.00.

Camp Dates:
August 5-August 9; 9:00AM-12:00PM

Enchanted Adventures
New in 2019! Sprinkle some pixie dust and jump on your unicorn, we are heading into the Enchanted Forest! Adventure seekers will spark their creativity as they learn about the secret world of fairies, gnomes, elves, unicorns, and all things whimsical. Let your imagination run wild! This camp is directed by Little Scholars, LLC.
Grades 1st-2nd. Fee $190.00.

Camp Dates:
August 5-August 9; 1:00PM-4:00PM
Mr. Bond and the Science Guys:

Robot Building Camp
This camp is perfect for kids who like taking apart electronics and building their own robots! Each day the kids will get to build robot kits and take home new bots. And, of course, bot battles galore! Additional cost to cover cost of robots.
Ages 7-12. **Fee: $220.00.**

Camp Dates:
June 17-June 21: 9:00AM-12:00PM

Engineering Earth Camp
In this camp campers will do bridge building and experiment with the best methods of architecture. The campers will get to build their own new world with all the best future technologies, like solar and wind power!
Ages 5-12. **Fee: $190.00.**

Camp Dates:
June 17-June 21; 1:00PM-4:00PM

Crazy Chemistry
Mr. Bond and the Science Guys direct this camp. Great for ages 5-12 Budding chemists conduct hands on experiments connecting real world situations with chemistry principles. Students will learn about the elements on our mega Periodic Table, make Elephant Toothpaste, freeze fruit with liquid nitrogen and fashion a 30 foot geyser. Bubbling potions, chemical reactions and explosions!
Ages 5-12. **Fee $190.00**

Camp Dates:
June 24-June 29; 9:00AM-12:00PM

Funky Physics
Physics is the science of how things move, so we will be studying aerodynamics, movement through water, and even movement on other planets! The campers will get to build air crafts, bouncy balls, and their own pinball machine!
Ages 5-12. **Fee: $190.00**

Camp Dates:
July 8-July 12; 9:00AM-12:00PM

Crime Scene Investigations
At this camp the campers are in detective training! The campers will uncover fingerprints and footprints, learn about the importance of eyewitness testimony, and solve riddles and clues in pursuit of solving a crime scene! At the end, all of the kids will take home their forensics kit and their very own detective badge!
Ages 5-12. **Fee $190.00**
**Camp Dates:**
July 8-July 12; 1:00PM-4:00PM

**Space & Rocketry**
Mr. Bond and the Science Guys run this camp. Space Camp provides kids with the opportunity to learn about life in space. Campers will learn about the Earth, neighboring stars, planetary motion, and everyone will take home a different rocket ship each day!
Ages 5-12. **Fee: $190.00**

**Camp Dates:**
July 15-July 19; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**Earth, Wind & Fire Camp**
This camp is everything environmental! We will make a copy of a dinosaur tooth, dig for gems and geodes, and learn about the awesome benefits of LIVE worms! We'll talk about the water and air cycles, and do lots of fun experiments in nature!
Ages 5-12. **Fee $190.00**

**Camp Dates:**
July 15-July 19; 1:00PM-4:00PM

**It's Alive! Plants, Animals and Us!**
This camp is all about the biology of plants, animals, and humans! We'll discover the inner workings of cells, examine our own anatomy and systems, and explore popular predators and prey.
Ages: 5-12. **Fee: $190.00.**

**Camp Dates:**
July 29-August 2; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**Science of Art**
All of the science experiments in this camp will create a work of art to take home! From tie-dye to ice sculptures, this camp is the perfect blend of rainbows and eruptions! This camp is run by Mr. Bond and the Science Guys.
Ages: 5-12. **Fee: $190.00.**

**Camp Dates:**
July 29-August 2; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**Kitchen Chemistry**
This camp is all about the chemistry of every day foods in the kitchen! Campers will learn about states of matter, dissolving, and melting. Campers will learn about how the ingredients work together in common foods and build all new favorite recipes! Tons of yummy take-homes! No common allergens will be included in the ingredients.
Ages 5-12. **Fee: $190.00**
As Seen on Youtube
All new this year, Mr. Bond and the Science Guys return with this fun and exciting camp. In this camp, the campers will take the most popular online experiment sensations and bring them to life! Campers will get to recreate some of the most exciting experiment compilations on the internet, in a safe, fun setting! Ages 5-12. Fee: $190.00.

Camp Dates:
June 24-June 29; 1:00PM-4:00PM
August 5-August 9; 1:00PM-4:00PM

I’m the Chef Too!:
I’m The Chef Too! is locally owned and operated in Ellicott City, MD. It was created by classroom teachers whose goal is to combine the love of cooking and infuse it with educational concepts in the kitchen. We strive to transform common core standards into delicious recipes, making cooking and learning fun, engaging, and tasty!

Hogwarts School of Culinary Magic Camp
Hogwarts School of Culinary Magic: Come relive the excitement of Harry Potter’s adventures with magical recipes in our kitchen! With a dash of mystery and a pinch of creativity, you’ll conjure up magical treats, snacks, and potions, including an edible 'Monstor Book of Monsters' and homemade 'Butterbeer Pancakes and Fortune Drinks'. Don’t miss out on the chance to experience the wizarding world of culinary concoctions! *Lunch is INCLUDED in the cost of the camp. **Includes materials fee. Ages: 8-12. Fee $360.00.

Camp Dates:
July 8-July 12 9:00AM-4:00PM

Pop, Fizz, Bang! Camp
Put on your lab coat and join us in the kitchen where you are the scientist and the kitchen is your laboratory! Children will explore a range of scientific concepts and processes while cooking up experiments and testing their theories. They will discover the scientific answers to tasty mysteries and eat their results! Color changing cookies? Homemade ice cream? Yes, please! Ages: 6-8. Fee $190.00.

Camp Dates:
July 8-July 12 9:00AM-12:00PM

Cook By Numbers Camp
Calling all math lovers! Join us and become a master chef of mathematics. Chefs will explore a variety of mathematical topics and apply their skills while whipping up new recipes in our kitchen. Prepare, cook, and snack your way through each concept while problem solving and using critical thinking skills. Whether writing equations with cupcakes or creating symmetrical pancake shapes, learning math has never been tastier. Ages: 6-8. **Fee $190.00.**

**Camp Dates:**
July 8-July 12 1:00PM-4:00PM

**Kitchen Adventures Camp**
Kitchen Adventures: Travel back in time and learn about our history! Become paleontologists by creating fossilized dinosaur eggs, blast off into outer space and learn about our solar system with rocket cookies, or even step into the shoes of a geologist and learn about how rocks and crystals are formed with our cupcake geodes. Chefs will explore a variety of new recipes, ingredients and culinary skills through hands-on, highly engaging activities. Each recipe is an adventure that is sure to keep you on your feet! *Lunch is INCLUDED in the cost of the camp!!
Ages: 6-8. **Fee $345.00.**

**Camp Dates:**
July 15-July 19 9:00AM-4:00PM

**Chefs Party Too! Camp**
Come join our kitchen for a fun and delicious week of cooking! Your chef instincts will be satisfied as we teach you kitchen safety, etiquette, chopping skills, and how to plan and pull off the perfect party. You will learn to "think like a chef" as you whip up a variety of appetizers, entrees, and desserts. On Friday, your culinary skills will be tested as we prepare tasty dishes for our guests. Parents are invited to join us that afternoon for a "party" hosted by our chefs. Don't forget, chefs party too! *Lunch is INCLUDED in the cost of the camp!!
**Includes materials fee.
Ages: 11-14. **Fee $410.00.**

**Camp Dates:**
July 15-July 19 9:00AM-4:00PM

**The Steam Lab Camp**
The Steam Lab: Join us as we transform our kitchen into a tinker lab where children are inspired to build like an engineer, question like a scientist, create like an artist, and deduce like a mathematician all through the world of cooking! Whether learning about the galaxy while making galactic donuts or exploring how a volcano works with our erupting volcano cakes, your chef will be sure to experience hands-on fun in our kitchen. Watch their excitement as they develop all of their creations in the kitchen and then dig in with a spoon and enjoy! *Lunch is INCLUDED in the cost of the camp.
Ages: 8-12. Fee $345.00.

**Camp Dates:**
July 22-July 26 9:00AM-4:00PM

**Bugs, Bugs, Bugs Camp**
We strive to transform common core standards into delicious recipes, making cooking and learning fun, engaging, and tasty! Don't miss out on a chance for a creepy crawler adventure as we explore the world of insects through food! Learn about these invertebrates through hands on, engaging activities in our kitchen. Alongside learning new recipes, chefs will have a chance to identify insect characteristics, discover the adaptations needed to survive, and go on a scavenger hunt to collect and examine some of these creatures. Are you ready to make and try some edible bug juice and lady bug pizza bites from scratch? Come and join us!

Ages: 6-8. Fee $190.00.

**Camp Dates:**
July 22-July 26;9:00AM-12:00PM

**Dinosaur Discoveries Camp**
Explore the world of dinosaurs and become a junior paleontologist with your favorite foods! Discover fossils, behaviors, adaptations, and the habitats of your favorite dinosaurs through hands-on, highly engaging activities in our kitchen. Create 3D dinosaur cookies, build a T-Rex out of a cake, make Jurassic amber snacks, and mix up other tasty treats, all while using your imagination and learning new culinary skills. Each recipe will be sure to take you back in time to the world of these amazing creatures!

Ages: 6-8. Fee $190.00.

**Camp Dates:**
July 22-July 26;1:00PM-4:00PM

**Once Upon a Kitchen Camp**
Enter the enchanted world of reading where children's favorite stories are brought to life and infused with deliciously clever recipes. Workshops combine the magic of storytelling with the fun of cooking. Children will enjoy using their imaginations to prepare recipes from scratch, including handmade spaghetti and veggie frittatas. Come join your favorite characters on a culinary journey in our kitchen!

*Lunch is INCLUDED in the cost of the camp!!


**Camp Dates:**
July 29-August 2;9:00AM-4:00PM

Ages: 6-8. Fee $190.00.
The Art Studio Camp
Grab a paintbrush and mix up some colors to create amazing works of art with food! Use your imagination to make masterpieces out of your favorite treats. Whether it's designing mosaics, creating tie dye cupcakes, or painting on a cookie canvas, you won't know whether to display your artwork or eat it!
Ages: 8-12. Fee $190.00.

Camp Dates:
July 29-August 2; 9:00AM-12:00PM

Garden STEM Camp
Get ready for a multi-sensory experience as we transform our kitchen into a garden! Join us as we plant, grow, design, and whip up recipes with fruits and vegetables, some of which are straight from the Farmer's Market. Chefs will have a chance to learn some introductory chopping skills, discover healthy eating habits and even create their own herb garden to bring home!
Ages: 8-12. Fee $200.00.

Camp Dates:
July 29-August 2; 1:00PM-4:00PM

Confections Creations Camp
Calling all chefs with a sweet tooth! Join our kitchen as we teach you how to make a variety of tasty treats that span breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Chefs will measure, mix, roll, and bake as they learn new recipes that won't disappoint. Come and test your culinary skills and best of all, taste the results!
*Lunch is INCLUDED in the cost of the camp!! **Fee includes material fee.
Ages: 7-11. Fee $410.00.

Camp Dates:
July 29-August 2; 9:00PM-4:00PM

Young Filmmakers Workshop
YOUNG FILMMAKERS WORKSHOP (YFW). New in 2019!
Co-ed Ages 9 - 18
June 24- July 12 9:00 AM – 4:00 PM (Three week camp)
Fee: $1350.00

*Lunch is INCLUDED in the cost of the camp for weeks of 6/24 and 7/8.

YFW is specifically designed for and targeted to the younger area filmmakers.
Young Filmmaker Workshop participants have the opportunity to become involved in all aspects of the filmmaking process; production design, staging, acting, directing, observation and analysis. Under the guidance of experienced professionals, students learn all the areas of filmmaking while working on projects and a short feature film.

Students study the history of film by watching, discussing, and reproducing the way great filmmakers achieve the effects that captivate audiences. Participants work in each of the studios – production design, acting, directing – expanding their knowledge of, and skill-building in, the arts and crafts of moviemaking.

Workshop options for the Young Filmmakers Summer Camp include Explorations in Film, Production Design, Acting for the Camera, and Filmmaking. Please visit our website for details on each workshop to ensure your child’s perfect fit. Youngfilmmakersworkshop.org

Instruction begins with the beginning/intermediate elements of moviemaking moving forward to accommodate student’s needs, including lighting, composition, camera movement, continuity and directing while shooting a short narrative feature film. Best of all, the program culminates in a red-carpet premiere of the student’s films at Baltimore’s Landmark Theatres in Harbor East. Paparazzi, a limousine ride to the Premiere for all students and catering of the event is included! Lights, camera, action! “I’m ready for my closeup Mr DeMille”.

YOUNG FILMMAKERS WORKSHOP    CLASSES FOR 2019 at LOYOLA BLAKEFIELD

EXPLORATIONS IN FILM is specifically designed and targeted to the younger Young Filmmakers Workshop participants. This course gives students the opportunity to get involved in all aspects of filmmaking: design, production, acting, directing, observation and analysis. Under the guidance of experienced professionals, students learn all aspects of filmmaking while working on individual projects and short narrative films. Students also study the history of film by watching, discussing and reproducing the ways great filmmakers achieve the effects that captivate audiences. Students work in each of the studios expanding their knowledge of, and skill-building in, the arts and crafts of moviemaking.

PRODUCTION DESIGN is a unique opportunity for anyone loving art but who doesn't necessarily "color within the lines" to work behind-the-scenes adding production values to the student films. Script analysis, design conception, character analysis, creating props, sets, makeup, and costumes for films is an important aspect of moviemaking. Students spend the first week designing and building props, sets and makeup and the second and third weeks applying their work to narrative films.

ACTING FOR THE CAMERA The emphasis is on developing on-camera, as opposed to theatrical, dramatic skills in an environment where each student actor is challenged to stretch her or his abilities to their maximum potential. This is accomplished by working in digital video on assigned scene projects with other workshop students. There will be critiques of the scene work and continuing exercises to sharpen
those skills as well as discussions of issues and problems associated with acting in film and video.

**FILMMAKING** Students are trained in all aspects of the filmmaker's craft. They have the opportunity to break down scripts, storyboard them, produce shot lists, light, rehearse, block the scenes, and shoot and direct the actors while recording the sound and taking continuity notes. The various jobs on a working film crew are rotated daily. Composition, camera movement, and modular lighting are also covered. By week three the students have completed shooting a 14 - 15 minute narrative film.

**YOUNG FILMMAKERS WORKSHOP** culminates on a Sunday morning in the fall with the students arriving in limousines for the Red Carpet Premiere as their films are shown on a giant movie screen at the Landmark Theatres in the Fells Point area of downtown Baltimore.

---

**Sports:**

**All Sports**
Quench your thirst for all sports in this fun multisport camp. This camp is designed to provide exposure and basic instruction in a number of different competitive activities. Activities include softball, football, basketball, volleyball, tennis, swimming, dodgeball, bocce, soccer, kickball, as well as individual and team challenges.
Ages 7-14. **Fee: $165.00**

**Camp Dates:**
June 17-June 21; 1:00PM-4:00PM
July 1-July 5; 9:00AM-12:00PM **Fee: $135.00** (Closed on July 4th) **Patriotic Theme**
July 15-19; 1:00PM-4:00PM
July 29-August 2; 1:00PM-4:00PM

**Archery**
Lauren Urban will lead archery camp which is designed for beginning and intermediate archers. Learn the correct and safe way to become an archer. All equipment will be supplied so please do not bring your own. Detailed information will be given on how to purchase the right equipment for you at the end of camp. Lauren is president of Oriole Archers in Baltimore. She has been shooting competitively for the past 12 years and holds coaching certification from the National Archery Association. She is a high school science teacher.
Ages 10-16. **Fee: $165.00**

**Camp Dates:**
June 24-June 28 9:00AM-12:00PM
July 8-July 12; 9:00AM-12:00PM
July 29-August 2; 9:00AM-12:00PM
**Backyard Games Week**
Everyone enjoys a backyard barbecue and all of the fun games played right in your backyard! These games will include: corn hole, badminton, horseshoes, capture the flag, spike ball, ladder ball, ultimate frisbee, lawn checkers and many more fun and competitive games.
Ages 7-14. **Fee: $165.00.**

**Camp Dates:**
July 22-July 26; 1:00PM-4:00PM

**Baseball**
Baseball is a game of skill, tactics and technique. Participants will be offered programs designed to develop young players in all facets of the game. The coaching staff will teach fundamentals throughout the camp and each day is designed to increase individual skills in an atmosphere that is challenging, competitive, and fun.
Ages 7-14. **Fee: $165.00**

**Camp Dates:**
June 17-June 21; 9:00AM-12:00PM
June 24-June 28; 9:00AM-12:00PM
July 8-July 12; 9:00AM-12:00PM
July 15-July 19; 9:00AM-12:00PM
July 22-July 26; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**Basketball**
Playing in a state-of-the-art field house, with four basketball courts, basketball camp at Loyola is designed to improve the fundamental offensive and defensive skills of each player in a fun, yet competitive setting. The camp is geared to improve the skills of the beginning player and the more advanced player. The camp is run by Loyola's Varsity Head coach, Josh Davalli.
Ages 6-15. **Fee $320.00 (lunch included)**

There are four basic goals of the camp:
1. Each camper has an enjoyable experience
2. Each camper loves the game more by the end of the week
3. Each camper improves his/her skills
4. Each camper learns how to continue that improvement after the camp.

**Camp Dates:**
July 15-July 19; 9:00AM-4:00PM
July 29-Aug 2; 9:00AM-4:00PM

**Beach Week Sports Camp**
Life at the beach.....this week's fun filled activities will include all games played at the
beach. The week will include volleyball, bocce, paddle ball competitions, ultimate frisbee, can jam, outdoor bowling, beach pong, beach ball boogie, beach ball hockey, and of course water activities in the pool.

**Ages:** 7-14. **Fee:** $165.00.

**Camp Dates:**
July 8-July 12; 1:00PM-4:00PM

---

**Jerry Savage Basketball Academy**
The Jerry Savage Basketball Academy is for 6th-8th graders as of Fall 2019. Proper basketball fundamentals will be taught, emphasized and reinforced at all times in training drills.

The program will be run in Loyola Blakefield’s state of the art four court gym/field house on Tuesdays throughout the summer months. Each week the boys will work on fundamentals of the game through drills and fun competitions. Fundamentals will include ball handling, passing, shooting form, defensive stance, and footwork.

The Jerry Savage Basketball Academy will be run by Loyola Blakefield Freshman basketball Coach Brian Plunkett and Michael Savage, son of legendary Loyola basketball coach Jerry Savage. Plunkett has been coaching basketball at all levels from Kindergarten through the Varsity level for 40 years with 24 years of officiating local high school games.

Savage coached with his father at Loyola on the JV and Varsity levels.

**Dates:**
Tuesday, June 11
Tuesday, June 18
Tuesday, June 25
Tuesday, July 9
Tuesday, July 16
Tuesday, July 23
Tuesday, July 30

**Time:** 6:00 - 8:00 PM

**Fee:** $180 for 6 sessions
There are seven sessions as an options to allow for vacations.

---

**Dodgeball, Dodgeball, and More Dodgeball Camp**
New this 2019! This camp offers a variety of thrilling dodgeball games. These activities are fun, educational, and involve teamwork, strategy and true skills. Learn how to duck, dive, dip, chuck, and DODGE a ball like a champ. This camp will also include water dodgeball for those that would like to cool off in our pool while still playing this amazingly fun game. The camp will be run by our own king of dodgeball, Anthony Zehyoue, Loyola's varsity football head coach.
Fencing-Beginners and Competitive Camps
This half-day camp introduces the camper to the exciting, lightning fast Olympic sport of fencing. Instructed by experienced coaches and members of the USFA and certified by USFCA, students will learn the basics of footwork and blade technique in all three Olympic weapons: foil, epee, and saber. Emphasis is placed on developing stamina, coordination, and speed for both attack and defense. From Day 1, campers will be encouraged to safely put their newly acquired skills to the test in age-appropriate boutting scenarios. All that's required is a water bottle, athletic shoes and long sweatpants (only for actual boutting); masks, gloves, jackets and fencing weapons are provided. The camps will be directed by Coach Soufiane. Coach Larbi Soufiane is a three time Moroccan National fencing champion; two championships in foil, one in epee, as well as a 2nd place finish in saber. Larbi represented Morocco at international competitions, including the Mediterranean Games. He trained in Casablanca, using the French fencing system. In 1986 Larbi moved to Connecticut, where he coached at Fat Dog Fencing Club and the Wallingford recreation department. He is a member of USFA and certified by USFCA.

Field Hockey
The Girls Field Hockey Camp is aimed to include players of all skills levels. It will encompass essential field hockey skills while further the player’s skills set. The camp will underline skills such as; field work, footwork, positioning, shooting, and most importantly team work. Every day will be an enriching experience that will promote the knowledge of field hockey in a positive, and fun environment. This camp will be run by Caitie Leubecker. Caitie has played at the high school level and is currently the JV Coach at Perry Hall High School. She plans to provide a fun, positive, and enriching experience to the camp.

Flag Football and Football Games Galore
New in 2019!! This camp introduces a wide range of skills throughout the week including passing, receiving and deflagging, with a strong focus on the rules of the game. Each
day ends with small-sided games where the coaches encourage good sportsmanship and teamwork. Participants will develop an understanding of offensive and defensive plays, and be encouraged to implement these skills into realistic scrimmages and game-play situations. Flag football summer camp is appropriate for players ranging from beginners, to those already well versed in the sport. Groups are separated by age and ability to ensure all players flourish in a positive learning environment while having a great time! Campers will also play other varieties of the game indoors, outdoors and in the pool!

**Ages 8-14. Fee $165.00**

**Camp Date:**
July 8-July 12; 1:00PM-4:00PM

**Football**
This camp features fundamental skills to be applied on the offensive and defensive sides of the ball. Campers receive expert, individual instruction through the camp with an emphasis on technique, including skills such as blocking, positions, stance and start, passing technique, receiving, and more. The football camp is directed by Loyola Blakefield’s Varsity football coach, Anthony Zehyoue. Coach Zehyoue has served as Assistant Varsity Coach for the past two seasons. He graduated from Louisiana State University where he played as a defensive lineman from 2004-07. He was a member of the 2007 National Championship team. This is a non-contact sport and equipment is not needed.

**Ages 8-14. Fee $320.00 (Lunch included)**

**Camp Dates:**
June 17-June 21; 9:00AM-4:00PM
July 22-July 26; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**Loyola Golf Academy**
New in 2019!! Loyola Blakefield is happy to announce that the junior academy will now be directed by Varsity Golf Coach Mike Messina. Mike is also a PGA Teaching Professional with 23 years’ experience teaching junior golfers. He looks forward to passing on his knowledge and love of the game to golf’s future! This incredible camp provides junior golfers with the tools to improve their fundamentals and enjoy this great game for a lifetime. Campers gain an understanding of where their strengths lie and how to continue improving. This camp develops skills for nearly every facet of golf. From your grip and swing, to club selection and shot making, campers learn the necessary fundamentals to establish and improve their game. The camp includes trips to nearby golf courses.

**Ages 8-13. Fee $210.00**

**Camp Dates:**
July 15-July 19; 9:00PM-12:00PM
**Lacrosse (Boys)**
The camp is designed for all levels of players. Campers will learn individual skills, including stick work, footwork, dodging, shooting, and individual defense. Campers will practice these drills in an up-tempo environment. In addition, campers will learn team concepts and compete in a number of game-like situations, and they will have the opportunity to earn a number of prizes. The goal of the camp is to inspire players to continue to improve and to teach the concepts that have led Loyola to consistent success. The camp will be directed by Loyola's Varsity Lacrosse Coach, Gene Ubriaco and his assistants. 
Ages 8-14. **Fee $320.00 (Lunch included)**

**Camp Dates:**
July 8-July 12; 9:00AM-4:00PM

**Dons Lacrosse Prospect Camp**
The camp is designed for experienced/club players. This half day camp will be run similar to a varsity MIAA practice simlillator and player development model. The camp will be designed to take skills to the next level in a competitive environment. The camp will be directed by Loyola's Varsity Lacrosse Coach, Gene Ubriaco and his assistants. 
Grades 6-9. **Fee $165.00.**

**Camp Dates:**
July 15-July 19; 9:00AM-12:00PM

**Lacrosse (Girls)**
The Girls Lacrosse Camp is designed for players who range from beginner to three years’ experience and who are interested in focusing on improving their basic skills and general positional skill development. Players will also receive instruction on position specific skills. Skills, concepts and game situations will be instructed through drills, small games and team completion.

This camp will be run by Kristi Korrow. Kristi was a two-time captain for the Loyola College Greyhounds. She led the team in groundballs for two consecutive years and was a leader in draw controls her junior and senior years. She was elected to the CAA conference all-tournament team her sophomore year and was a key part of the defense that was ranked #1 in the country her junior year. She played in two final fours and four NCAA tournaments during her career.

She began coaching at Dulaney High School immediately after college, and has made multiple trips to the county, regional, and state tournaments. Her team won the state championship in 2005, 2006, and 2016. The program has grown in strength, and each year they are competitive in post-season play. She has graduated players to multiple Division I, II, and III schools for lacrosse including Loyola University, University of Maryland, Syracuse, Duquesne, Boston University, Dartmouth, and Salisbury University to name a few. She has a passion for coaching and has learned most of her methods and philosophies from Diane Geppi-Aikens, and her father.
Ages 8-14. **Fee $165.00**

**Camp Dates:**
**Outdoor Games**
Do you like Capture the Flag, Kickball, Football, Wiffle Ball, Soccer, Ultimate Frisbee, Tailgate Games, Bocce and Scavenger Hunts? Want to try Kingball and the Human Knot? This fun-filled camp will be run by a member of Loyola's faculty and is designed to be fun for boys and girls of all ages while building teamwork and getting exercise. Ages 7-13. **Fee $165.00**

**Camp Dates:**
June 24-June 29; 1:00PM-4:00PM (Camp directed by Mr. Steve Truitt)
July 29-August 2; 9:00AM-12:00PM
August 5-August 9; 1:00PM-4:00PM

**Soccer**
Lee Tschantret, Head Coach for Varsity Soccer at Loyola High School, directs these camps. Lee was captain of the U.S. National Futsal Team, played in the 2007 Pan Am Games, a CONCACAF Gold Medal Winner and Futsal World Cup Player. He has played professional soccer, both indoor and outdoor for over 20 years. The director of Loyola Soccer Camps is an educator and coach of the game with professional, as well as international experience. Coach Lee holds a USSF A coaching license, he was voted Maryland, NSCAA Coach of the Year 2012 and is currently receiving his Masters in Coaching Education.
The soccer camp curriculum offers challenges within a nurturing learning environment. This program provides opportunities to grow and improve for both beginning players and premier athletes. The mission is to generate passion for the game through technique, tactics, and fun. Whether players are just learning the basics of the game, or preparing for accelerated levels of play, Loyola Soccer Camps delivers fun-fillay)ed and intensive soccer education and training.
Ages 6-14. **Fee $320.00 Full Day(Lunch included) and $165.00 Half Day**

**Camp Dates:**
June 17-June 21; 9:00AM-4:00PM
June 24-June 28; 9:00AM-4:00PM
July 8-July 12; 9:00AM-12:00PM (Half Day)
August 5-August 9; 9:00AM-4:00PM

**Tennis**
Have great fun while learning to play the game of tennis. Campers learn basic skills and techniques and participate in singles and doubles matches. Skills include forehand, backhand, volleys, overheads, and serving. These camps will be directed by members of Loyola Blakefield's Tennis Coaching Staff, former and current Loyola players. Beginner, intermediate, and advanced players are welcome.
Ages 8-14. **Fee $165.00**

**Camp Dates:**
June 10-June 14; 9:00AM-12:00PM
June 17-June 21 9:00am-12:00PM
June 24-June 28 9:00am-12:00PM
July 8-July 12; 9:00AM-12:00PM
July 15-July 19; 9:00AM-12:00PM
July 22-July 26; 9:00AM-12:00PM
July 29-August 2 9:00AM-12:00PM
August 5-August 9 9:00AM-12:00PM

**Everything Frisbee Games Camp**
Join us for one of our newest camps in 2019. This thrilling, non-contact team sport played with a frisbee. Come join this new camp to learn how to catch and throw a frisbee forehand and backhand, learn offensive and defensive sets and strategies, the rules of the game, and how to lead a team. This camp will also include other fun and exciting frisbee games including frisbee golf, frisbee bocce, frisbee h-o-r-s-e, and of course what would a camp be without dodgeball....frisbee dodgeball! This camp is open to frisbee players at all skill levels.
Ages: 7-14. **Fee: $165.00**

**Camp Dates:**
June 17-June 21; 1:00PM-4:00PM

**Ultimate Water Games Week**
In the heat of the summer, the best pool is the best place to be! Many of this week’s activities are centered around our wonderful swimming pool. These water filled activities include: water polo, basketball, volleyball, water balloon activities, and many more!!
Ages: 7-14. **Fee: $165.00**

**Camp Dates:**
July 15-July 19; 1:00PM-4:00PM

**Volleyball**
Camp will focus on the individual skills of serving, passing, setting , attacking, blocking and defense. There will be information on the latest strength training and plyometric exercise techniques. Learn how to improve your vertical jump and hitting power.
Campers will learn volleyball team concepts. Emphasis will be given to learning various offensive and defensive systems including the 6-2 and 5-1 offense, use of the middle attacker and complex swing and slide offenses. The camp will be directed by Loyola's Varsity Head Coach, Mr. Tim Baier.
Ages 12-17. **Fee $320.00 (Lunch included)**

**Camp Date:**
July 22-July 26; 9:00AM-4:00PM
**Water Polo Camp**
If you love to swim and compete in a fast-paced, team sport, then you will love water polo. In this camp, students learn the basic rules and skills of the game, getting plenty of game-time experience. Leading this camp is Loyola’s Varsity Water Polo and swimming coach, Nick Breschi.
Ages 8-14. **Fee: $165.00**

**Camp Date:**
June 17-June 21; 9:00AM-12:00PM

---

**Driver’s Education**

**Driver's Education**
Take advantage of this convenient way to complete your driver's education on the campus of Loyola Blakefield. Conducted by Roland Park Driving School, this state certified program is a two week session. This 36 hour course includes 30 hours of classroom training and theory, as well as 6 hours of driving instruction. The course also includes free pick-up from home or Loyola Blakefield for the driving portion of the program. **Fee $425.00**

**Camp Dates:**
Session 1: June 10-June 21; 9:00AM-12:00PM
Session 2: June 10-June 21; 1:00PM-4:00PM
Session 3: June 24-July 6; 9:00AM-12:00PM (Closed on July 4)
Session 4: June 24-July 6; 1:00PM-4:00PM (Closed on July 4)
Session 5: July 8-July 19; 9:00AM-12:00PM
Session 6: July 22-Aug 2; 9:00AM-12:00PM